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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

In December 1984 the State of Montana received notice of Exxon Pipeline
Company's proposal to build a carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) pipeline from a point near
Green River, Wyoming, to a point near Tioga, North Dakota. This notice was
triggered by Exxon's application to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for
right-of-way easements or grants across federal lands. The Wyoming State
Office of the BLM was appointed federal lead agency for the preparation of an

environmental impact statement (EIS) required under the National Environmental
Policy Act.

As it was preparing its applications, Exxon approached the State of Montana
to determine what state and local permits were required for constructing and

maintaining the proposed line. Shell Pipeline Company, a potential purchaser
of CO2 from Exxon's proposed pipeline, was also concerned about necessary state
permits for the 65-mile pipeline it might build to take CO2 from the Exxon
pipeline near Baker. BLM included an analysis of potential impacts from the

Shell pipeline in the federal EIS. The State, upon learning the details of the

proposal, informed Exxon and Shell that before state permits could be issued,

an EIS would be required under the Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA).
The State also conveyed its intent to coordinate its EIS preparation efforts
with BLM to the degree it was possible. Table 1 shows the responsibilities of

state and local agencies in reviewing the pipeline application. Figure 1 shows
the location of the proposed project.

Governor Schwinden on February 11, 1985, ordered the reestablishment of the

Interagency Pipeline Task Force (IPTF) with the Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation as the State's lead agency. The IPTF originally was created
by Executive Order 4-81 to conduct similar studies on the Northern Border and

proposed Northern Tier pipelines. The purpose of the IPTF is to "Facilitate
joint, cooperative and coordinated actions by state agencies when fulfilling
regulatory obligations relating to the siting of large diameter interstate
pipelines." Other agencies on the task force are the departments of State

Lands (DSL), Fish, Wildlife and Parks (DFWP), Highways (DOH), Health and

Environmental Sciences (DHES), and the State Historic Preservation Office

( SHPO)

.

In keeping with IPTF's intent, DNRC, as a joint sponsor and cooperating
agency, attended BLM's public scoping meetings in Baker (February 26, 1985) and

Broadus (February 27) for the purpose of identifying important issues and

concerns. DNRC and other state agencies also provided BLM with detailed
comments on the content of BLM's impact statement. Finally, DNRC, on behalf of

the State, entered into a three-party agreement with BLM and the Forest Service

to jointly perform impact analyses and to issue a single EIS that would be

adopted by all participating agencies, insofar as that was possible given BLM's

schedule for completion.

In September 1985, BLM released its draft EIS on the Bairoil/Dakota Carbon

Dioxide projects. Under the three-party agreement, and in accordance with the

administrative rules implementing MEPA, DNRC adopts in its entirety and

incorporates by reference BLM's draft EIS on the Bairoil/Dakota Carbon Dioxide
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FIGURE I

EXXON PROPOSED PIPELINE ROUTE - MONTANA SEGMENT
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TABLE 1. RESPONSIBILITIES OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES REGARDING PIPELINE
LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION, AND POSSIBLE ACTIONS REQUIRED FOR

PIPELINE SITING AND CONSTRUCTION

TIMING OF ACTION

ACTIVITY FORM
REQUIRING ACTION OF ACTION LOCATION

Construction not in Zoning Area covered

compliance with local

zoning or planning

permit by local

planning

Construction over

county roads

Permit County roads

Planning Construction' Post Construction

CITY AND COUNTY GOVERNMENTS

Issue Monitor

permit

Issue Monitor

permit

REMARKS

Local zoning or planning control

differs along pipeline route

Crossing of roads owned by county

requires supervision after issuance

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS

Construction across Permit Stream/river Field Issue permit/ Monitor Permit may be granted before

perennial streams work surveillance construction but monitoring must

occur during construction

DEPARTMENT OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND PARKS

Crossing of land Easement State lands Grant Surveillance Easements can be issued prior to

owned or leased by easement construction but conditioned by

the department DFWP findings

Construction over Recommen- Stream/river Field Recommended Monitor Recommendations to conservation

streams or rivers dation work action districts, and to USFS for national

forests and "404 permit”

Construction affec- Recommen- Key wildlife Field Recommended Monitor Recommendations based on Fish and

ting wildlife habitat dation habitat work action Wildlife Coordination Act USC 16 661

to 666C

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Construction affec-

ting air quality

- General Permit Construction Issue Monitor Monitor For petroleum storage and airborne

sites permit particulates from road construction

dust and open burning; issued before

construction but dependent on DHES
monitoring

- Open burning Permit Burn site Issue

permit

Monitor Review and conditions

Operation affecting
Prevention of Significant Deteriora-

air quality Permit Compressor Air quali- Issue Permit Monitor

Station Site ty model- tion Permit includes a number of

ling regulatory actions required by the

federal Clean Air Act and amend-

Construction affec-

ting water quality

ments

- General Permit Stream/river Issue Monitor Monitor Allows short-term activities which
permit will create turbidity in excess of

water-quality criteria

- Discharge test Permit Issue Surveillance Discharge hydrostatic test water
water permit

Construction affec- Permit Stream/river Field Issue permit/ Monitor Contamination of water sources
ting municipal water

sheds

work surveillance prohibited

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

Construction along Encroach- Highways Issue Monitor Regulates the location of a crossing

and crossing highway

right-of-way

ment permit permit

Crossing highway Permit Highways Issue Surveillance Permits construction of a ditch

right-of-way permit across a state or federal road
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TIMING OF ACTION

ACTIVITY

REQUIRING ACTION
FORM

OF ACTION LOCATION Planning Construction' Post Construction REMARKS

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION

Crossing state water-

project land

Easement State lands Review

data

Issue permit Monitor Approval by DNRC Board; Water

Resources Division formulates ease-

ment conditions

Hydrostatic testing Water use

permit

Issue

permit

Surveillance Any appropriation of water requires

water use permits

DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS

Crossing state land Easement State lands Field

work

Issue permit/

surveillance

Monitor Granting of easement may depend on

a survey of cultural resources

Crossing navigable

river bottoms

Easement River bottoms Field

work

Issue permit/

surveillance

Monitor State owned river bottoms - require

crossing easement

Removal of fill

material

Permit Stream/rivers, Field

quaries, mines work

Issue permit/

monitor

Monitor Permit limits amount that can be

removed and places certain condi-

tions on permittee

HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

Construction affec-

ting historic or other

cultural sites

Permit All lands Field

work

Issue permit/

monitor

Authority over state and signoff

authority over federal lands,

conditioned upon discovery of any

cultural resources during construction

Monitoring periodically spot checking for violations of permit or easement

Surveillance: actions involving field teams overseeing construction at a specified location This means an intense regulatory action
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Projects as sufficient to fulfill most of the MEPA requirements, and to

constitute the major portion of the State of Montana's draft EIS. However,
DNRC carried out additional analysis to fulfill the remainder of the MEPA
requirements and to address issues raised by the public.

Purpose
f
of ^the^Supplemental

f

Draf
t
^rnpact .Statement

Despite successful cooperation between state and federal agencies, a

supplemental draft environmental impact statement is necessary for the Montana
portion of the pipeline to entirely satisfy MEPA mandates. There are a number
of reasons for this. The BLM impact statement is directed toward a large
region including Montana, Wyoming, and North Dakota so the discussion of

impacts and mitigation covers a broad area. BLM's analysis concentrates
particularly on competing proposals by Exxon and Amoco to provide CO2 to

Amoco' s oil fields near Bairoil, Wyoming. The Bairoil facility is committed to

enhanced oil recovery using CO2 and there is considerable certainty that one of

these competing proposed projects in Wyoming will be built. Though central to

the BLM EIS, this issue is of little importance to Montana. Similarly, the
impacts associated with the much greater length of pipeline that would cross
Wyoming and North Dakota are of less interest to Montanans than the impacts and
benefits that will occur within the state. Montana residents are more
interested in impacts as they would affect specific locations at a level of

detail that would not be practical for the BLM EIS. They also are concerned
about pipeline safety, which was not extensively discussed in the federal EIS.

This supplement to the federal draft EIS highlights issues that the public
identified at the scoping meetings held in Montana.

The main issues and concerns included in this supplement are:

1. A preliminary analysis of the feasibility of successful enhanced oil

recovery (EOR) using CO2 in Montana's oil fields, particularly those
crossed by Exxon's pipeline.

2. An analysis of social and economic impacts specific to the state of

Montana.

3. An analysis of reclamation requirements on state and private lands

given the mandates of the Department of State Lands and recent
amendments to Montana's County Noxious Weed Management Act, which
became effective October 1, 1985.

4. A discussion of plans and preparations to identify, document, and, if

necessary, preserve historical, archaeological, and paleontological
resources identified before and during construction of the Shell and

Exxon pipelines in Montana.

5. A discussion of safety issues associated with the proposed use of

Federal Department of Transportation (DOT) and/or American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) pipeline safety standards. The pipeline
pressures involved (1800-2400 pounds per square inch) for this

project are considerably higher than for natural gas pipelines to

which the above standards and regulations typically apply.
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6 . A comparison of three minor route alternatives identified for the

Montana portion of the pipeline in the Baker, Willard and Belle Creek
areas. These alternative routes were identified too late to be

considered in the federal EIS; and in cooperation with BLM, DNRC
agreed to provide an assessment of impacts and merits of these
segments.

BLM's EIS process was started much earlier than the State of Montana's
involvement and has adhered to an expedited schedule to accommodate an
anticipated May 1986 construction startup.

The federal draft EIS was issued in mid-September 1985 with a comment
period extending until November 12. The state supplemental EIS, partly because
of later state involvement and partly due to recently identified alternatives,
will be issued to the public in mid-October 1985, roughly a month later than
the federal EIS. Under MEPA, however, only a 30-day comment period is
required, so the end of the state's EIS comment period will approximately
coincide with that of the federal EIS. From that time forward, the state and
federal processes should coincide and allow for necessary state permits to be
issued before or concurrent with the filing of the federal record of decision.

Hear^iqgs

BLM has scheduled public hearings in Casper, Wyoming, Baker, Montana, and
Dickinson, North Dakota, on October 22, 23, and 24, respectively. These
hearings will occur within the public comment period for both the federal EIS
and Montana's supplemental EIS. Representatives from DNRC will attend the
Baker meeting as joint sponsors and will accept public comment on the Montana
supplemental EIS.

MK ,QS fi3PA3a£A93
Chapter Two contains a discussion of EOR feasibility, social and economic

concerns, weed control, historical, archaeological and paleontological
resources, and pipeline safety. Chapter Three contains a comparison of
alternatives along route segments near Baker, Willard, and Belle Creek.
Chapter Four contains a summary of recommended mitigation or consultation
requirements. Appendix A discusses the social and economic ramifications of
making CO 2 available for enhanced oil recovery in oil fields within delivery
distance of the proposed pipeline. Appendix B contains portions of the new
Montana weed law that pertain to the project. Appendix C details the
requirements that the Department of State Lands will impose to avoid or
minimize impacts to state lands crossed by the proposed project.
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CHAPTER TWO - RESOURCES AND IMPACTS

C0 2 ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

C02 enhanced oil recovery is a form of tertiary oil recovery. Tertiary oil
recovery is the process of extracting oil from fields where primary and
secondary extraction methods are no longer effective.

Tertiary oil recovery by C0 2 is best achieved when the C02 dissolves into
the oil. The process is called miscible C0 2 flooding and is carried out at
high pressures, usually greater than 1600 pounds per square inch.

The C0 2 acts as a solvent freeing oil remaining after other methods
(usually water flooding) show decreasing success. Injection of water, either
simultaneously or alternating with C02 , is used to improve oil recovery.

C02 enhanced oil recovery has been successful in several large fields in
the Permian Basin of West Texas. In general, the Texas fields have
characteristics similar to the fields being considered for EOR in Montana.

I^s^ryq^r, ^Characteristics

C02 enhanced oil recovery works best in reservoirs where the temperature is

below 250°F. A spot check of fields in the northeast part of the state showed
maximum bottom hole temperatures around 170°F, well within the acceptable
range. The degree of reservoir stratification influences the ability of C02 to

effectively contact oil in the reservoir. In some fields, it is necessary to

introduce substances that plug permeable strata to keep the C0 2 confined to the

oil-bearing strata and to prevent pressure losses that might result in less

than the minimum miscible pressure. Shallow fields are often rejected because

the reservoir cannot confine the C0 2 at the pressure necessary for miscible
flooding

.

The fields considered as candidates for C0 2 EOR in Montana have

temperatures below the 250°F limit, are deep enough (at least 6,000 feet), and
all except Belle Creek have oil-bearing strata generally suitable for C02 EOR.

The Belle Creek reservoir may not be suitable for C02 EOR because of the

stratified nature of the sands.

Economic
r

Cqnsid,eratiqns

The overriding factor in selecting candidate fields is economic—the cost

of delivered C02 and the value of the oil recoverable from a given field.

It is not possible with currently available information to predict the

economics of EOR at any of the fields targeted as possible markets for C02 in

terms of barrels of enhanced recovery per thousand cubic feet of C02 ,
and the

future price of crude oil, for example, are all uncertain. This means that it

is not possible to predict the likelihood of Shell implementing EOR at the

Cedar Creek anticline. Neither is it possible to predict which, if any, of the

other oil fields in proximity to Exxon's pipeline will implement enhanced

recovery. Finally, the uncertainty about the demand for C02 from the
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Bairoil/Dakota pipeline means that that pipeline may not ever be built. For a

more detailed discussion of uncertainty and its ramifications, see Appendix 3

in the BLM draft EIS, The Bairoil/Dakota Projects, "Marketability, Net Benefits

and Uncertainty."

The discussion of impacts in this supplement and in the BLM draft EIS is

based upon the assumption that the Exxon and Shell projects are implemented.

If the projects are not economically feasible, neither project is likely to be

built and the impacts will not occur. Conversely, if EOR is economical at

other oil fields in Montana besides Shell's Cedar Creek field, the effects will

be correspondingly greater.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONCERNS

Based on information presented in the BLM environmental impact statement,

it appears to DNRC that the proposed pipeline would not have serious adverse

impacts on social and economic conditions in areas of Montana near the proposed
pipeline routes.

During pipeline construction, in-migration of nonlocal pipeline workers and

their families could contribute to temporary increases in population, which
could cause housing shortages and increase the cost of some locally provided
goods and services. The movement of equipment, materials, and workers to and
from construction sites could increase wear and tear on roads and bridges. The
presence of a temporary population also would increase local government
expenditures for operation and maintenance of public services such as water,
sewer, garbage collection and disposal, police and fire protection, education,
and social services. These effects could, for a short time, cause some changes
in the living patterns of persons living within commuting distance of

construction areas and could cause inconvenience and possibly hardship for

construction workers and some permanent residents.

Project construction probably would bring economic benefits to nearby
residents and communities. The project would create temporary construction
jobs that would provide direct benefits to the workers, and derivative economic
benefits when workers and contractors spend money in the nearby communities.
Most persons employed in project construction probably would come from outside
southeastern Montana.

Long-term economic benefits would include additional jobs and income as a

result of operation of the pipeline. Further benefits could result from CO2
enhanced oil recovery projects, and increased royalty payments to Montana
residents with financial interest in oil fields where production could be

improved by CO2 EOR.

8



Population change resulting from pipeline construction and EOR would
increase demand for some public services and increase their cost. Increased
expenditure requirements would be more than repaid by greater tax revenues paid
to the state and to local governments and schools as a result of the pipeline
and CC>2 enhanced oil recovery.

Shell's projections suggest that even with the amortization of initial CO2
costs over 10 years, EOR will reduce county and school district taxable value
for the first several years of project operation. This short-term reduction in

taxable value would result from the high initial expense at the beginning of

tertiary oil recovery. These expenses include the capital costs of the

pipeline, metering and pumping facilities, distribution and collection lines,

injection and recovery wells, and the costs of initially large amounts of CO2
to begin EOR. Net proceeds (gross revenues minus production expenses) will
necessarily go down as production expenses go up. In the long term, these
losses would be made up by taxes paid on prolonged production from the fields
which otherwise would not occur. Shell predicts that an additional $135

million in net proceeds taxes would be paid to eastern Montana county
governments and schools during the life of the CO2 EOR project in excess of

what would be paid without EOR.

WEED CONCERNS

This section summarizes DNRC's analysis of weed issues and recommended
control measures for the Exxon/ Shell CO 2 pipeline project.

Much of the analysis in this section is based on various reclamation
monitoring studies performed for the Northern Border Pipeline Project, a

42- inch natural gas pipeline built through northeastern Montana in 1981. DNRC

also talked to county weed boards and extension agents in regard to possible
weed problems along the Exxon and Shell right-of-way.

The Montana Weed Law

The Montana weed management law was revised significantly by the 1985

Montana Legislature. The new statute (the "Montana County Noxious Weed

Management Act") became effective October 1, 1985.

Provisions of the new law that are particularly important for the

Exxon/Shell pipeline project are listed in Appendix B.

Noxious Weeds in the Project Area

The new Montana weed law defines noxious weeds as follows:

"'Noxious weeds' or 'weeds' means any exotic plant species established or

that may be introduced in the state which may render land unfit for

agriculture, forestry, livestock, wildlife, or other beneficial uses and which

is designated: (i) as a statewide noxious weed by rule of the department; or

(ii) as a district noxious weed by a board, following public notice of intent

and a public hearing."

Table 2 shows the species of weeds currently designated as noxious

statewide or in the counties crossed by the Exxon/ Shell project.

9



TABLE 2. DESIGNATED NOXIOUS WEEDS IN COUNTIES PASSED THROUGH BY THE

PROPOSED C02 PIPELINE

Species Counties where designated

Burdock (Arctium lappa) Carter, Powder River

Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense) All

Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis) All

Leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula) All

Russian knapweed (Centaurea repens) All

Sow thistle (Sonchus arvensis) Carter

Whitetop (Cardaria draba) All

Spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa) Prairie

Weed Control Issues

The two primary concerns regarding noxious weeds in the project area are

prevention of the spread of noxious weeds by construction equipment and
prevention of new stands of weeds on the pipeline right-of-way.

Equipment used in pipeline construction can spread weeds along the

right-of-way by carrying seeds or plant parts from infested areas. Trenching
equipment and tracked vehicles pose the greatest potential threat because they
can carry large amounts of earth containing seeds or plant parts, but passenger
vehicles can also carry seeds or plant fragments in radiators, tires, and
undercarriage. Weeds can be spread great distances off the right-of-way if

dried plants containing seed heads are caught beneath passenger vehicles or in

construction machinery.

Leafy spurge, classified statewide as a noxious weed, is by far the species
of greatest concern in the project area. Scattered stands are present along
the entire Montana portion of the pipeline route. Leafy spurge propagates
readily from both seeds and plant parts that may be carried by machinery. Once
established, leafy spurge is extremely difficult to control and nearly
impossible to eradicate. Canada thistle is another species of high concern in
the study area. Like leafy spurge, it propagates readily, both from seeds and
plant fragments.

A major landowner concern is the prevention of new stands of noxious weeds
on land disturbed by construction. Pipeline construction creates a swath of
disturbed soil a hundred feet or more in width, which provides an ideal bed for
many types of weed seeds transported to the site by livestock, vehicles, or
wind. Although many of the weeds that appear on such areas are relatively

10



harmless annuals or biennials such as mustard, pigweed, summer cypress, or

Russian thistle, the potential exists for the establishment of new stands of

noxious weeds. These stands, once established, may spread to land off the

right-of-way.

The best means of preventing establishment of noxious weeds on the

right-of-way is the speedy establishment of perennial grass cover on the
right-of-way, followed by inspection and spot control of newly-established
stands of noxious weeds. As discussed in Appendix B, Exxon and Shell will be

required to submit a plan for revegetation and weed control with the weed
districts affected by the project. This plan must describe in detail the

seeding methods to be employed and the weed management procedures to be used.
The weed boards may modify the plan to ensure its effectiveness in controlling
weeds.

Experience with other pipeline projects in Montana provides some idea of

what weed problems are likely to be on the proposed project and how they should
be dealt with. Monitoring of the Northern Border project revealed heavy growth
of weeds on the right-of-way the year following construction (Office of the

Federal Inspector (OFI), p. 6, figure 6). Although the species of weeds were
not listed, it appears that Artemisia fri^d a (fringed sagewort) was the main
species and that noxious weeds were scarce or absent. According to the OFI
report (page 6), "However, overall the weeds were not crowding out the grass
except in the case of prostrate forms (Russian thistle)." OFI said the grass
counts in areas of heavy weed infestation were still adequate, but noted that

in dry summers, weeds may take moisture needed by the grass. The weeds also

have several potential benefits. Tall weeds provide a certain amount of shade

for the grass and reduce soil drying caused by the wind. Also, taller weeds,
such as lambs-quarter s and pigweed, will act as snow traps during the winter,
protecting the grass from winter kill. After the first year following
construction, OFI recommended that "At present, the weeds should only be

observed and not eradicated. If the weed problem persists into next year, then

a spraying program may be contemplated. However, the spraying program must be

carefully timed so as not to hurt grass seedlings and to catch the weeds prior

to seed production" (Office of the Federal Inspector 1983).

In addition to an approved plan for weed control covering all disturbed

areas in each weed control district, the State Land Board has additional
authority concerning reclamation (including weed control) on State land and

adjacent private ownerships. The following statement revises and clarifies the

Land Board authority presented on pages 69 and 70 of the BLM's draft

environmental impact statement.

In Montana, the State Land Board has the authority to require

reclamation measures on State lands including the beds of

navigable rivers as a condition of crossing State lands. As a

consideration of granting easements for the crossing of State

lands, the State Land Board may also consider whether reclamation

procedures on adjoining lands would be sufficient to prevent

impacts on State lands.

1
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND PALEONTOLOGICAL CONCERNS

Before BLM or the Forest Service can approve the proposed pipeline across

federal land, these agencies must determine what impacts the facilities would

have on archaeological and historical resources. The National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 as amended and its implementing rules and guidelines,

36 CFR 800, describe the procedures that BLM must follow, including

consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) of each state

involved and with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP ) . A

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) has been developed and is being implemented by

BLM, the Montana, Wyoming, and North Dakota SHPOs, and the ACHP. This

agreement establishes procedures for (1) identifying historical and

archaeological sites that could be affected by construction of the project, (2)

evaluating the eligibility of sites for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places, (3) determining the effect that construction would have on

eligible sites, and (4) developing methods for avoiding or minimizing impacts

to affected sites.

; fA&S.4

The area crossed by the proposed Exxon and Shell CO 2 pipelines is believed

rich in prehistorical and historical resources. Groups significant in the

cultural history of the area are various prehistoric and modern Indians and
historic groups, including trappers, traders, farmers, ranchers, and religious

groups such as the Mennonites.

The geologic formations in this area have provided materials of

significance to both prehistorical and historical populations. Porcellanite,

chert, chalcedony, and quartzite were made into tools by prehistoric people.

More recently, homesteaders and others mined coal for fuel.

More than 80 known archaeological sites could be directly affected by the

Exxon pipeline. These include sites with evidence of seasonal use such as

prehistoric camps, locations where stone tools were made, or where tool

materials were collected. The significance of sites generally depends on their
value for contributing to the understanding of prehistory of the area. DNRC
expects that the evaluations that are being done under the MOA will result in a

few of these sites being determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. There is some potential for discovery of

additional site types during pipeline construction.

Historical sites likely to be significant in the area include homesteads,
small coal mines and associated structures, and historic roads or trails,

though few of these are known to exist along the Exxon pipeline route. One

historic road, the Fort Keogh to Fort Mead road, and the abandoned Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, will be crossed. The eligibility of

these sites for listing on the National Register has not been determined.

Fourteen archaeological and no historical sites are known along the route
proposed by Shell for its Cedar Creek CO 2 distribution line. The comparatively
few known sites may be due to the lack of survey efforts. The Cedar Creek
anticline has substantial oil and gas development, but this
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generally occurred before passage of state and federal historic preservation
laws so no survey work was required. There is some potential for discovery of
historical and archaeological sites along this route, if the Shell distribution
line is built to carry CO 2 to the oil fields. However, the planned location of
Shell's pipeline next to existing pipelines will reduce the potential for
impacts to significant undisturbed sites. A survey of historical and
archaeological materials along the proposed right-of-way and access roads for
the Shell pipeline will be required before BLM can issue a right-of-way grant.
Under the terms of the MOA, Shell will be required to negotiate with BLM and

the Montana SHPO for the adoption of procedures for survey and determination of

eligibility similar to those that Exxon proposes to use along its pipeline.
This would minimize potential impact to historical and archaeological
resources

.

Impacts to Historical and Archaeological Resources

The proposed Exxon and Shell pipelines have some potential for adverse but

mitigable impact to known archaeological and historical resources. Possible
impacts include destruction or physical alteration of characteristics that make
sites eligible for listing on the National Register. Impacts would occur as a

result of building or improving access roads, trenching for pipelines, and
grading for microwave sites or stations for pumping, metering, or injection.

Although unsurveyed areas may warrant examination, the potential for impact
is reduced by the proposed placement of the pipeline next to existing pipelines
or roads when possible. Another effective measure is to reroute the pipeline
to avoid important sites. Exxon will use existing microwave sites where
possible.

Construction of the two pipelines and associated facilities might uncover
buried archaeological sites. At the time of discovery, during right-of-way
clearing, trenching, or trench inspection by BLM and Exxon, newly discovered
resources will be evaluated for significance and potential eligibility for

listing on the National Register. The procedures for this evaluation are

contained in the MOA among the BLM, Montana SHPO, and Exxon. Determinations of

eligibility and prediction of probable effects on significant cultural
resources will be made by parties to the MOA according to the federal
regulations and guidelines implementing the National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966 as amended.

There probably would be indirect impacts on archaeological or historical

sites. Vandalism and amateur collection of artifacts is possible as a result

of increased access by persons along the pipeline right-of-way or access

roads. Further, removal of vegetation on the right-of-way would cause visual

impact to nearby sites until revegetation is complete. Permanent visual

impacts could result if above-ground structures are built within view of sites

whose eligibility for the National Register depends at least in part on visual

qualities

.

Implementation of the MOA is expected to minimize the potential for impacts

to known historical and archaeological sites and those discovered during

construction.
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Geologic formations crossed by the proposed Exxon and Shell pipelines

contain several areas of fossil—bearing rock and alluvial soils. These include

Quaternary alluvial valley soils, the Tertiary Fort Union formation and certain

members of that group (Tongue River, Lebo Shale, Tullock), and the Cretaceous

Hell Creek formation, the Fox Hills formation, and Pierre Shale. While many of

these deposits have some potential to yield fossils of plants, dinosaurs,

reptiles or mammals, certain ones, such as the Hell Creek formation, are highly

likely to contain a variety of fossils, including turtles and crocodiles.

Outcrops of this formation in other parts of the state also have produced some

of North America's best dinosaur fossils, including skeletons of Triceratops
and Tyrannosaurus Rex.

The Exxon pipeline would cross or pass near four known fossil sites. Two

additional sites are within a mile of the proposed route. The known fossil

sites contain fossil evidence of both reptiles and mammals, including fish

scales, fish vertebrae, crocodile teeth, and jawbones and teeth of insect

eating mammals ranging from the size of a mouse to a large rat. A
paleontologist who examined the formations that would be crossed by the Exxon

pipeline found no sites containing fossils of large dinosaurs, reptiles, or

mammals (Hager 1985).

No fossil sites are known along the route Shell proposed for its CO2
distribution pipeline, though there is some potential for fossil discovery
where this route passes through the Hell Creek formation near Baker.

Construction of the proposed pipeline is not likely to affect significant
paleontological resources. Impacts to known sites would occur as a result of

disturbance during construction. These activities should not significantly
affect known sites because of the nature of the fossils found there. Discovery
of an important fossil, such as a complete jawbone or skull of a smaller mammal
or whole bone of a dinosaur or larger mammal, and especially a complete
skeleton, is usually a rare and isolated occurrence. Such fossils, if found
during construction, would likely be of moderate-to-high paleontological
importance. The proposed project has a moderate potential for such discovery,
particularly in areas of known fossil sites. A beneficial impact of
construction activities may be the discovery of fossils. There is higher than
normal potential for such finds where the pipeline crosses the Hell Creek
formation near Baker, in the area south of Ekalaka, and from the town of Boyes
to the Montana-Wyoming border.

Measures that could help avoid impacts to paleontological sites are
discussed in Chapter Four.
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C0 2 PIPELINE SAFETY

BLM's draft EIS provided little technical information on the safety aspects
of high pressure C0 2 pipeline construction and operation, so DNRC researched
these issues to provide clarification. Information sources include the
National Bureau of Standards, Federal Office of Pipeline Safety, Williams
Brothers Pipeline Contractors of Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the Montana Public
Service Commission. The BLM EIS did say that a Pipeline Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system would be installed to monitor flow,
temperature, and other conditions of gas in the pipeline, but there was no
statement as to whether there would be a backup system in case this system
fails.

SmtJ-n&tetes
BLM's draft EIS says Exxon will comply with ANSI specifications B31.8 and

B31.4. These standards are virtually identical to U.S. Department of

Transportation (DOT) regulations, parts 192 and 195, "Transportation of Natural
and Other Gases by Pipeline: Minimum Federal Safety Standards," and
"Transportation of Hazardous Liquids by Pipeline." C02 is not specifically
covered by any of the federal pipeline regulations and the responsible federal
agencies, including DOT and the Office of Pipeline Safety, are not prepared to
issue a set of C02 specific regulations (Brown 1985).

None of the pipeline safety experts that DNRC interviewed said there was
any need for regulations pertaining specifically to C02 . All of them agreed
that the existing regulations provided sufficient guidance and control over
construction techniques, pipe specifications, quality control and quality
assurance, welder testing procedures, strength testing, and corrosion
protection. They did have a variety of recommendations pertaining to

monitoring for water vapor in the pipeline, installing crack arrestors (devices

to limit longitudinal pipe rupturing), leaving right-of-way crossings uncased
to prevent corrosion, weld inspections, and welder certification. DNRC agrees
with these recommendations, which are included in Chapter Four of this

supplemental EIS.
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CHAPTER THREE - COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE ROUTE SEGMENTS

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE SEGMENTS

Possible alternative route segments are being analyzed for the Exxon
pipeline in the Belle Creek, Willard, and Baker areas, as shown in Figure 2.

Belle Creek Route Options

Two route options, one east and one west of the Belle Creek area, are

proposed across private land owned by the same person. The landowner has

insisted that the only acceptable alternative across his property is the one

east of Belle Creek. This route avoids more of the landowner's hay meadows
than the other option.

Historical. Archaeological, and Paleontological Concerns . The potential impact

to archaeological or historical sites would be about the same for either of the

Belle Creek routes, particularly if procedures for inventory, assessment, and

mitigation are followed as proposed in the MOA.

Scenic Concerns . Either of the two Belle Creek alternatives would bypass the

community at a distance of approximately 1/2 mile. In either case, the

proposed construction would be viewed in the foreground from the community of

Belle Creek. Scenery in the area is rolling grasslands interspersed with
agricultural cropland and pine-covered buttes. Man-made structures, such as

oil wells, storage tanks, and small pipelines, are common in the area. The

proposed pipeline would be a noticeable short-term alteration to this

landscape. Following successful revegetation and reclamation, the visual

effects of the pipeline probably would be slight. Visual impacts would be

about equal for either of the Belle Creek alternatives. This is also true of

impacts to other resources affected.

Willard Route Options

The two route alternatives near Willard are approximately 5 miles long.

One route is located along the west side of Highway 7. The other is located

east of the highway and parallels it at a distance of about 1 mile.

Historical. Archaeological, and Paleontological Concerns . A large prehistoric

Indian camp was found on a ridge crossed by the eastern alternative. This site

could be difficult to avoid and may be eligible for listing on the National

Register. Three smaller sites could be crossed by the western alternative, but

there appears to be high mitigation potential for these sites. The western

alternative also would cross a known fossil site, though this site would not

prevent construction of the pipeline if monitoring is performed during

construction.

Scenic Concerns . Scenery at this point is rolling cropland interspersed with

grassland. Topographic and vegetative diversity is present where the highway

and proposed pipeline route cross a steep, wooded draw in Section 32, T6NR59E.

Construction activities would be highly visible to highway travelers and nearby

residences. The east routing alternative would not come close to these
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residences and would decrease potential landscape alteration by skirting the
head of the draw. Potential cumulative visual impact is less for the east
alternative.

The west alternative passes close (0.2 mile or less) to four residences as

it parallels Highway 7. Short-term visual impacts during construction could be

severe for one residence located in the northwest quarter of Section 8,

T5NR59E. The pipeline would be approximately 525 feet west of this residence
at its closest point.

^ s . The west alternative crosses a deep,
steep-walled coulee containing typical hardwood draw vegetation dominated by
box elder and green ash. This vegetation provides scarce and important habitat
for many wildlife species. Construction would probably result in clearing of a

swath 200 feet or more wide through this vegetation. The steep slopes would be

difficult to reclaim. Impacts to other resources would be about the same for

either route.

Two possible routes have been proposed west of Baker. The original
proposed location about 2 miles west of town was unacceptable because it ran
past the Baker sewage lagoon and would have hindered expansion of that
facility. An alternative farther from Baker was then suggested.

• The potential for

impact to historical, archaeological, and paleontological resources is about
the same for either of these options. Potential impacts would be minimized by

following MOA procedures for historical and archaeological assessment. No

fossil sites are known along either route, but the area is considered to have a

high potential for fossil discovery.

j^eq^c
f
Ctffit^rqs . Both these routes cross U.S. Highway 12 west of Baker and

would be visible to travelers during construction. Scenery along both these

options consists of rolling grasslands interspersed with agricultural
cropland. Sewage disposal ponds are within 1/2 mile or less of both
locations. Either crossing of Highway 12 would be visible to highway travelers
for a short time. Construction activities would be visible, but long-term
visual impacts would be minimal. The more westerly of the two routes avoids
passing close to two residences southwest of Baker and also avoids steep

terrain in the Deep Creek drainage near Highway 7. It would, however, pass

within 1/4 mile of another residence and farmstead. The proposed location

farther to the west would result in less cumulative visual impact. The

potential for impact to other resources is about the same for either of these

options.
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CHAPTER FOUR - RECOMMENDATIONS

WEEDS

The revegetation guidelines for the Montana portion of the Northern Tier
Pipeline project contain the following recommendations: "It is recommended
that maintenance weed control on rangelands be undertaken only on those areas
where an active county program is under way and adjacent landowners are
controlling their weeds. Otherwise, weed control should be limited only to

areas where weeds originating on the right-of-way are invading adjacent areas
where the weeds do not currently exist. Control of broadleaf species will be

the primary objective of maintenance programs" (Long et al. 1979:10-1 - 10-2).

DNRC recommends that during the second and third growing seasons following
completion of restoration and reseeding, the owner should arrange for an
inspection of the right-of-way and access roads with a representative of the
local weed district to identify any newly-established stands of noxious weeds.
In the event that stands of noxious weeds are encountered, appropriate control
measures should be taken by the owner (DNRC 1984:21).

The best means of preventing weed propagation through seeds and plant parts

carried by vehicles is to clean construction vehicles before they are brought
into a new area and also before leaving each area containing established stands
of noxious weeds. All construction equipment used on the pipeline project
should be thoroughly cleaned before being brought to the project area. Well

before construction begins, representatives of Exxon and Shell should contact
the weed control boards of affected districts in order to determine the

locations of areas currently infested with noxious weeds. In many cases the

weed districts have maps showing locations of noxious weed infestations
(Huether 1985, Williams 1985), but some field inspection of the right-of-way
will certainly be required where no weed surveys have been done.

All infested areas identified should be clearly marked on the ground as

well as on the plan and profile. All construction vehicles should be cleaned
to remove clods of dirt, seeds, and weed parts before leaving these areas.

This technique was employed with almost complete success on the Northern Border
pipeline project (Freymiller 1985, Shuck 1985). A requirement for complete

cleaning of equipment was contained in the contract specifications for the

project (Shuck 1985). The time required to clean the vehicles was small and

and the resultant costs of the measure were insignificant (Freymiller 1985).

The measure was very effective, and nowhere was the Northern Border project

known to have caused the spread of noxious weeds as a result of contaminated

equipment (Ashley 1985, DeVrie 1985, Freymiller 1985, Goulet 1985, Grenston

1985, Hartman 1985, Panasuk 1985, Shuck 1985, Stellflug 1985, Warren 1985).

HISTORICAL, ARCHAEOLOGICAL, AND PALEONTOLOGICAL CONCERNS

A paleontologist should be present during construction in the Hell Creek

formation, especially where known fossils exist, such as in the Baker

vicinity. This monitoring should be done for construction of both the pipeline

and access roads.
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If large fossils are uncovered during trenching or cutting and filling for

access roads, they should be examined by a trained paleontologist before

further disturbance occurs. Exxon should consult with BLM, Montana SHPO, and

other interested agencies to protect important fossils discovered during

construction. This measure should specify procedures for evaluating importance

of fossil finds, collecting and recording information from the fossils, and

housing or other protection of important fossils.

C0 2 PIPELINE SAFETY

Several of the experts DNRC interviewed expressed concern over the

potential for carbonic acid formation and internal pipe corrosion. They

recommended that a backup SCADA system be installed to monitor pipeline gas

conditions in case the primary monitoring system should fail. The BLM draft

EIS did not mention whether a backup system was to be installed to monitor
pressure, temperature, flow rate, or total flow, or whether there would be any
monitoring at all of water vapor content, but given the concern expressed by

the safety experts, a backup system is highly recommended. Water vapor should

be monitored.

BLM's draft EIS briefly addresses rupture frequency and cause, but does not

say whether crack arrestors would be used to limit longitudinal ruptures. The
need for crack arrestors is an engineering decision based on safety factors of

the pipeline as built, and no decision has yet been made for this pipeline.
However, in view of suggestions by Federal Office of Pipeline Safety personnel,
crack arrestors should at least be used to protect public right-of-way
crossings, residential areas, and the oil field facilities around Baker. Crack
arrestors should be no more than 1,000 feet apart in these areas and closer
where necessary to protect life and property.

q.f-^^ras^q^

A major drawback of cased crossings is the corrosion that often develops
between the pipe and the protective casing. An option available under DOT and
ANSI regulations allows the use of thicker (higher strength) pipe without a

casing at right-of-way crossings. This option is supported by the Montana PSC
pipeline engineer as the only effective way to eliminate corrosion. The
pipeline also should have crack arrestors at the edges of the right-of-way .

The BLM draft EIS said 90 to 95 percent of welds would be inspected on the
Exxon pipeline and 100 percent on the Amoco line. Because ruptures are most
likely to occur at weld points, experts recommend x-ray inspection of all

welds. The inspections become more important because of the particular
difficulty in welding the joints in thick-walled pipe, and the potential for
corrosion from carbonic acid formed by water combining with C02 inside the
pipe. The experts recommend inspection by a qualified third party.
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Welder certification is critical on this pipeline for several reasons.

Welding the thick-walled pipe used in high pressure pipelines requires welders
with special qualifications. DOT pipeline regulations 192.227 and 192.229
should be regarded as the minimum standard for welders on this proposed
pipeline.

Exxon should provide information on the welding contractor's experience and

track record, the certification procedures to be utilized in testing welders,
and the minimum experience accepted for welders.
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APPENDIX A - SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY IN MONTANA

The purpose of this appendix is to provide general information about where
CO2 EOR may occur in eastern Montana and the probable economic and fiscal
effects that might result from it. Much of the discussion is based on
information from Shell pertaining to the distribution pipeline that Shell might
build to carry CO2 from a tap on the Exxon pipeline to the oil fields on the
Cedar Creek anticline. This is the most current information available on the
applicability and socioeconomic impacts of CO2 EOR development in Montana.
Shell's estimates may be revised as it finds out more about the various
specific conditions affecting EOR and as economic circumstances change.
Shell's information is likely to be applicable to other fields in eastern
Montana where CO2 EOR could take place.

Development of the proposed Bairoil-Dakota CO2 pipeline would increase the
likelihood that tertiary oil recovery will occur in eastern Montana oil
fields. CO 2 enhanced oil recovery methods are being successfully applied
elsewhere in the United States and appear to be technically feasible in at
least some major oil fields in eastern Montana.

Use of CO2 enhanced oil recovery has potential to prolong the active lives
and increase the productivity of oil fields. Successful tertiary oil recovery
could have important economic and fiscal effects on eastern Montana communities
and the State of Montana. If the Bairoil-Dakota CO2 pipeline is not

constructed, there might be no other source of CO 2 for enhanced oil recovery in

eastern Montana, and this form of tertiary oil recovery probably would not

occur.

Oil production goes through three phases— primary, secondary, and
tertiary. In each phase of recovery, an additional portion of the original oil

in place within an oil field is recovered. Even after primary, secondary, and
tertiary recovery methods have been successfully implemented, a large share of

the original oil in place is likely to remain unrecovered within an oil field.

For example, Shell estimates that primary production will recover 17 percent,
secondary 13 percent, and tertiary 10 percent of the original oil in place in

the Cedar Creek anticline oil fields (Shell Oil 1985). This would leave most
of the crude oil in this area unrecovered.

Most oil production in Montana is primary recovery. Primary recovery

relies on natural pressures in an oil reservoir and only pumping is required to

bring the oil to the surface. Annual production during primary recovery peaks

during the first few years of a field's development and then steadily

decreases. When primary recovery declines below an economic level, operators

may use secondary recovery methods to recover additional crude oil.

Secondary recovery methods are not technically or economically feasible for

all oil fields. In 1984, over 40 oil fields in Montana were undergoing

secondary recovery. Secondary recovery occurs when the operator injects water
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or gas into the oil-bearing zone to increase reservoir pressure. Production

from secondary methods also decreases steadily over time. Some operators have

been able to increase the rate of secondary recovery by drilling additional

wells in tighter clusters than existed previously. This technique increases

the efficiency at which oil is recovered and may, in some instances, increase

total production from a field.

When secondary recovery has declined to an uneconomic level, the field

operators may consider tertiary recovery methods which have recently come into

limited use by the U.S. oil industry. Tertiary recovery methods are

characterized by injection of steam or chemical substances, such as polymers,

surfactants, or CO2 ,
to stimulate additional production.

Not all oil fields are amenable to tertiary recovery. Market factors such

as the price of crude oil and the cost of EOR, and physical factors such as the

characteristics of crude oil and geology determine the technical and economic
feasibility for EOR in individual fields. Some tertiary recovery methods are

more appropriate than others for particular oil field conditions. Tertiary
recovery is much more expensive than primary and secondary oil recovery.

£%Atete'A
Exxon's CO 2 pipeline is proposed to be located through the southeastern

corner of Montana, passing near the highly productive Belle Creek field in

Powder River County and bisecting a cluster of major and minor oil fields
located on the Cedar Creek anticline in Fallon, Wibaux, Dawson, and Prairie
counties. In North Dakota, the pipeline would parallel Montana's eastern
border in the vicinity of clusters of smaller oil fields located in Montana's
Richland, Roosevelt, and Sheridan counties. These fields, along with others in
Wyoming and North Dakota, are the potential markets for the proposed pipeline.
The economic feasibility of the pipeline depends upon EOR being profitable in a

sufficient number of these fields.

The Shell Oil Company is the major operator of oil fields on the Cedar
Creek anticline, where oil was discovered in the early 1950s. There are
approximately 20 operating fields in the area. Secondary oil recovery was
first used in the area in the late 1950s and now is used on most wells in the
anticline. Production is centered in Fallon County but extends into Dawson,
Prairie, and Wibaux counties and into North Dakota.

Shell recently conducted tests which determined the technical feasibility
of CO2 EOR in the Pine oil field in the north central portion of the Cedar
Creek anticline. Characteristics of the Pine field are similar to some of the
other major oil fields in the anticline, and Shell expects CO2 EOR would also
be technically feasible in these fields. Shell currently is considering EOR
implementation in the Coral Creek, Pennel, Cabin Creek, South Pine, North Pine,
Little Beaver, and Little Beaver East fields. Shell might consider using EOR
in other fields on the anticline if it is profitable under prevailing economic
conditions, such as the price of crude oil and the delivered cost of CO2 .

Though Shell Oil is investing $13 million toward the use of CO2 EOR in the
Cedar Creek anticline, it has not as yet committed itself to proceed with this
development. This decision is expected to be made in 1986 or 1987.
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The Gary Williams Energy Corporation operates the Belle Creek field in
Powder River County. The Belle Creek field has been Montana's richest oil

field, producing over $1 billion worth of oil since its discovery in the
mid-1960s. A highly successful secondary recovery program was initiated in the

field in 1970. Starting in 1980 and ending in 1983, Gary Williams Energy
operated a tertiary recovery pilot project in one unit of the Belle Creek
field, using a polymer flooding process. Gary Williams is currently conducting
a small polymer augmented water-flood project in the Belle Creek field.

Gary Williams Energy has not indicated whether the availability of CO2 from
Exxon's pipeline would lead it to use CO2 EOR in the Belle Creek field. Gary
Williams has invested in the capital facilities, materials, and personnel
development necessary to use the polymer recovery methods and may continue with
their use, even if Exxon's proposed pipeline passes nearby. It is possible
that CO2 EOR and a polymer method could both be used in the Belle Creek field,
although it is not known whether CO2 EOR is technically feasible there.

Many different companies operate oil fields in northeastern Montana.
Fields in this area of the state tend to be small (classified as producing 100

or less barrels of crude oil per day). Northeastern Montana has experienced
periods of oil field discovery in each decade since 1950. Producing fields are
clustered along the North Dakota border in both Richland and Sheridan
counties. The East Poplar field has been by far the most productive field in
the region. It is located in Roosevelt County, 80 miles west of the North
Dakota border. Secondary recovery methods are being used in several of the
larger and more mature fields in northeastern Montana. CO2 EOR or other
tertiary oil recovery methods may be adaptable to the East Poplar field, and
possibly to some of the other larger mature fields in this region of the state.

Past Production

Since the mid-1950s, annual crude oil production in Montana has been fairly
constant at approximately 30 to 35 million barrels. Eastern Montana oil

fields, located within 100 miles of the state's eastern border, have accounted
for approximately three-fourths of the crude production in the state. Most
eastern Montana oil production has come from a few large, highly productive
fields.

The Belle Creek field, the Pennel, Pine, and Cabin Creek fields in the
Cedar Creek anticline, and the East Poplar field in northeastern Montana
account for two-thirds of total past production from eastern Montana's
Williston and Powder River basins, and one-third of total past production for

the state. The five fields have produced 400 million barrels of crude worth

$2.8 billion.

Production from eastern Montana's major oil fields has declined

significantly over time. In 1984, eastern Montana's five largest oil fields

produced 7 million barrels of oil. In 1974, the same fields produced 17

million barrels.

As production from major fields has declined, eastern Montana has been able

to sustain production levels through discovery of new fields and drilling

numerous smaller wells. Most new oil field discoveries have been made in the
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Williston Basin in Richland, Roosevelt, and Sheridan counties. No major oil

fields have been discovered in eastern Montana since the Belle Creek field was

discovered in the mid-1960s. The productive lives of recently developed oil

fields are likely to be short in comparison to the major fields discovered in

the 1950s and 1960s.

Future Production

Several of eastern Montana's most successful oil fields are nearing the end

of their productive lives unless tertiary recovery can be implemented (Oil and

Gas Conservation Division 1985). The amount of additional oil that can be

recovered through CO2 EOR is likely to vary by field. When physical conditions

make it possible, CO2 EOR generally can recover an additional 5 to 15 percent

of a field's original oil in place.

Shell estimates that without tertiary recovery, oil production on the

anticline would continue for about another 20 years. The 20-year estimate
assumes use of improved water flooding techniques. Remaining production from
the anticline area is predicted to be 47 million barrels. At $28 per barrel,

additional production with secondary recovery would be worth $1.3 billion.

Estimates of the value assume a constant market price for crude oil produced in
the future. This price could change substantially.

Shell expects a successful CO2 EOR project in the Cedar Creek anticline
would recover an additional 10 to 15 percent of the original oil in place in

fields where it could be used. The company has indicated that CO2 EOR would
increase the productive lives of individual fields on the Cedar Creek anticline
by 20 to 30 years and extend the overall productive life of the anticline area

into the 2030s or 2040s. If tertiary recovery could produce 10 percent of

original oil in place, it would add 86 million barrels, worth $2.4 billion at

current oil prices, to future production from the anticline.

An estimated 91 percent of the crude oil recoverable with primary and
secondary methods from the Belle Creek field has already been produced.
Without tertiary recovery, an additional 12.5 million barrels (worth $350
million) is expected to be produced before production becomes uneconomic. The
productive life of the field would come to an end in the early 21st century.
Estimates are from the » 1982-1983-1984, by

the Montana Oil and Gas Conservation Division of DNRC.

If tertiary production could recover 10 percent of the original oil in
place, an additional 24 million barrels could be extracted from the Belle Creek
field, its productive life would be extended to 2030 or longer. At $28 per
barrel, tertiary recovery would increase the additional value of the field
production by $672 million.

Histories of successful water flooding projects and the characteristics of
the crude oil and geology in some northeastern Montana fields suggest that CO2
EOR may be at least technically feasible there. It is not known whether
revenues generated from increased production in northeast Montana fields would
be enough to offset the sizable capital investment and high operating costs
associated with CO2 EOR.
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If CC>2 EOR were to occur in northeastern Montana, it probably would be as
an extension of EOR nearby in North Dakota. (See map A-l in the BLM draft
EIS). If CO 2 distribution pipelines in North Dakota were extended to near the
Montana border, the additional costs of extending them into Montana might be

low enough to make CO 2 EOR economically feasible for Montana fields near the

North Dakota border.

Eighty miles farther west, the East Poplar and nearby smaller fields are
relatively isolated from the fields near the North Dakota border. Primary
production from the East Poplar field is coming to an end, with 96 percent of

estimated recoverable reserves having been produced. Secondary production may
not be feasible in this field, so future production may depend upon successful
tertiary recovery.

Remaining primary production from the East Poplar field is projected to be

1.6 million barrels; at $28 a barrel it would be worth $45 million. With 10

percent additional recovery of original oil in place, tertiary recovery would
add 25 million barrels to total field production, worth an additional $690
million. Due to the distance from the Bairoil-Dakota CO2 pipeline to the East
Poplar field, major investment would be required to deliver CO2 there.

The next 10 largest fields in northeastern Montana are expected to produce
an additional 17 million barrels before production is discontinued. Assuming
CO2 EOR is technically feasible in these fields, EOR would increase future
production by another 40 million barrels. At $28 a barrel, the value of future
oil produced would increase by $1.1 billion. No analysis has been done to

determine whether CO 2 EOR is technically or economically feasible in these
fields. It is likely that CO2 EOR would not be feasible in some of these
fields

.

Economic Effects

The implementation of CO 2 EOR could have both short-term and long-term
economic effects in Montana, particularly in eastern Montana. Facility
development would require major investment in Montana by oil developers and
would create new construction jobs and additional income. The socioeconomic
effects of some construction activities are addressed in BLM' s draft EIS.

Long-term economic benefits would result from tertiary oil production,

which requires the expenditure of more capital for facilities and operation
than primary and secondary oil production methods. EOR would result in an

increase in the number of persons working directly for oil producers. EOR also

would create new jobs and income for Montana residents and businesses providing

goods and services to tertiary oil producers. Montana residents who are paid

royalties from oil production also would benefit.

Project Costs

CO2 EOR is much more expensive than primary or secondary recovery. Shell

estimates its total cost for using CO2 from the Exxon pipeline for EOR in the

Cedar Creek anticline would exceed $2 billion over the life of the project.

The costs would largely occur in the early years of the project, in contrast to

the benefits of enhanced recovery, which occur over a 50-year period. Because
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the costs and benefits occur in different time periods, the reader is cautioned

that the $2.4 billion in estimated value of enhanced oil production cannot be

directly compared with Shell's estimate of $2 billion in costs.

Capital Costs

Initiation of CC>2 EOR involves substantial capital investment by oil field

operators. Major facilities required include main pipeline distribution and

collector pipelines, block valves, injection wells, pumping stations,

electrical supply systems, storage tanks, access roads, and possibly CO2
separation and purification facilities.

Shell's preliminary estimate indicated that $225 million would be required

for complete tertiary development of the Cedar Creek anticline. This estimate

includes $13 million for a 65-mile main distribution pipeline to deliver CO2
from the Exxon pipeline to the Cedar Creek anticline fields. Shell estimates

$140 million would be required for development of other major capital

facilities such as distribution and collection pipelines to and from individual
fields and wells, injection wells, meter and compression stations. Shell may

choose to limit initial investment of CO2 EOR to large oil fields close to the

Exxon pipeline.

Operation Costs

The CO2 used in the enhanced oil recovery process is estimated to account
for almost half of the estimated total operation costs of the EOR project.
Shell estimates it would spend more than $500 million on carbon dioxide over
the life of the project; this expense includes the transportation tariff Exxon
would attach to the CO2 .

Other operation costs are estimated to be $600 million. Operation and
maintenance expenditures probably would be greater than for primary or

secondary processes. CO2 EOR would require substantial expenditures for labor,

energy, and chemicals.

Employment During Construction

Many of the capital facilities required for CO 2 EOR would be developed
during the initial construction period. Construction of transmission and
distribution pipelines would require personnel with the same types of skills
needed to construct Exxon's Bairoil-Dakota CO 2 pipeline. The work force would
be composed primarily of welders, operators, laborers, drivers, and management
personnel.

Some different labor skills would be required for construction of major
support facilities, such as metering and pumping stations. Most workers would
be electricians, welders, millwrights, and laborers. Oil well development
would require petroleum engineers, geologists and oil rig operators.

Shell estimates a peak of 45 persons would be employed in construction of a

65-mile major distribution pipeline serving the Cedar Creek anticline. The
construction period would be expected to last seven months. Shell predicts
that construction of receiving meters and major pump stations would employ a
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peak of 10-15 persons. Construction of eight delivery meter stations would
require another 20-25 persons, at most. Meter and pumping systems would be

built in less than a year. Additional well drilling, and construction of
injection and collection pipelines and support facilities, would be done at the
same time as other major construction. There are no estimates of how many
persons would be involved in this work. Smaller scale construction activities
could continue through much of the project lifetime if project facilities were
expanded into other oil producing areas.

Shell predicts that most highly skilled construction workers would be from
outside of the Baker/Glendive area, but that half of the less skilled workers
would be hired from the local area. Shell intends to hire independent
contractors to build pipelines and major support facilities. Contractors would
have ultimate control over hiring practices and union affiliations of workers.
Shell has not provided estimates of construction payrolls. Employment of

workers to build the Shell project could occur at the same time as construction
on Exxon's Bairoil-Dakota pipeline through eastern Montana.

Local contractors and suppliers of building materials and services would
likely benefit from construction of EOR facilities, through increased sales of

materials and services.

Employment During Operation

Enhanced oil recovery would contribute positively to the economic bases of

eastern Montana cities and counties. EOR would create stable high-paying
jobs. Most of the job categories likely to be filled by local people would be

for computer technicians, mechanics, and other maintenance personnel working
for local contractors.

Shell's preliminary plans for EOR development call for a work force of 50

to 60 workers in the Cedar Creek anticline fields. This is equivalent to the

size of Shell's current work force in the Baker/Glendive area. Shell employs

62 persons in its eastern Montana oil and natural gas operations. A portion of

Shell's existing Baker/Glendive work force is likely to be relocated in the

future in response to declining primary and secondary oil production. The EOR
project would more than offset losses of these jobs.

The annual payroll in Montana attributable to CO 2 EOR on the Cedar Creek
anticline is predicted to range from $1.0 to $1.2 million. This estimate is

based on entry level wages paid to Shell employees ($18,000 to $20,000 a

year). Annual earnings would increase over time as employees improve skills

and gain lengevity.

Shell purchases from Montana suppliers of goods and services would likely

increase as a result of EOR in the anticline. Well and pipeline operations are

likely to require large amounts of electricity, which would be purchased from

local utilities. Chemical supplies and maintenance activities would also be

contracted to local businesses. In 1983, Shell reported it spent $31 million

in Montana purchases. The additional maintenance requirements of CO2 EOR would

increase this expenditure. Shell has not provided estimates of local purchases

likely to result from EOR development.
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Royalty Income

Montana residents owning royalty interests in oil fields undergoing

enhanced oil recovery would receive additional royalty income as a result of

tertiary production. Based on estimates of royalty payments made to Montana

residents in 1983, Montana residents would receive an additional $120 million

in royalty payments during the life of the Cedar Creek EOR project.

Derivative Economic Effects

Money spent in Montana on construction and operation of a CO2 EOR project

would recirculate in the local area and elsewhere in the state. This would

create additional jobs and income for Montana residents. Effects would be most

notable in communities located near the EOR operations.

Fiscal Impacts

Taxes paid by crude oil producers are an important source of revenue for

the state of Montana and for local government and school taxing jurisdictions.

In 1984, Montana's oil severance tax was state government's fourth largest

source of tax revenue, providing the state with nearly $49 million. In

addition to severance tax payments, oil producers paid the state $4.5 million
for the Resource Indemnity Tax and the Gas and Oil Producers Privilege and

License Tax. The state also received $2 million in royalty payments resulting
from oil production on state-owned lands.

Crude oil producers are subject to Montana Corporate Income Taxes.
Individuals receiving wage and salary payments or royalty income resulting from
oil production also pay state income taxes on this income.

Local governments and local schools benefit from Montana's Net Proceeds Tax
on oil production, which allows local taxing jurisdictions to impose property
tax mill levies against the net revenues generated by oil producers (net

proceeds = gross revenues - production expenses). Royalty earnings
attributable to oil development are also subject to local property tax mill
levies. In 1984, the taxable value of net proceeds and oil royalties accounted
for 21 percent of the taxable values for all Montana local governments and
schools (Montana Department of Revenue 1984).

The state's most productive oil fields are concentrated in a few Montana
counties. In 1984, eastern Montana's Fallon, Richland, Powder River, Sheridan,
Roosevelt, and Wibaux counties accounted for three-fourths of the state's
taxable value resulting from oil production. That year's net proceeds and
royalty tax payments contributed $10 million to local government and $28
million to local schools amounting to 70 percent of the total property tax in
those counties. Oil producers also pay property taxes on land, facilities, and
equipment located in oil producing counties.

The taxable value resulting from oil production allows for low mill levies
on residential, business, agricultural, and other taxable property. County
government mill levies in the major oil producing counties are among the lowest
in the state, ranging from 19 to 29 mills in 1984. Most countywide levies in
Montana are in excess of 60 mills. Average school mill levies in eastern
Montana's seven largest oil producing counties range from 61 to 88 mills, again
much lower than typical in Montana.
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School districts outside the oil producing counties benefit from net
proceeds and royalties tax payments though the state's school foundation
program. The foundation program redistributes a portion of school tax revenues
from wealthier counties to equalize school district operating revenues.
Eastern Montana oil producing counties accounted for half the $22 million in
tax revenues that were redistributed by the foundation program in 1984.

The Montana University System also benefits from the taxable value created
by oil net proceeds and royalties. The university system applies a 6-mill levy
to taxable property statewide, including oil net proceeds and royalties. In

1984, the university levy raised $2.5 million from eastern Montana's major oil
producing counties.

State and local governments and school districts also benefit from the

revenue raised by special taxes on commodities used in oil production such as

motor fuels.

In the past decade, total oil production in the state has declined
slightly. Tax revenues did not decline along with production because of major
increases in the market price of crude oil.

Between 1973 and 1984, the average price for Montana produced crude has
ranged from $3 per barrel in 1973 to $33 a barrel in 1982. In 1984, the

average price was $28 a barrel. State revenues raised by the state severance
tax ranged from $2.7 million in 1973 to $51.1 in 1982 or increase of 1800

percent.

Since 1973, the combined local taxable values resulting from oil net

proceeds and royalties grew from $55 million in 1973 to $546 million in 1982.

In 1984, the combined taxable values of net proceeds and oil royalties were

$500 million.

State and local tax benefits are sensitive to changes in crude oil prices.

The decreases in the market price for Montana crude between 1982 and 1984 are

the primary cause of the $2 million reduction in state severance tax revenues.

Local governments and school districts experienced similar reductions in the

taxable values of oil net proceeds and royalties. Some county governments and

school districts responded to decreased taxable values by increasing local mill

levies, though they remain much lower than typical in Montana.

Future Tax Revenues

Future state, local government, and school fiscal situations will be

influenced by oil production levels, crude oil prices, and the costs of

production.

Shell expects most primary and secondary oil production in the Cedar Creek

anticline area to cease about 2005. Primary and secondary production from the

Belle Creek field has a similar life expectancy, as do the larger fields in

northeastern Montana.
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Without major increases in the real price of crude oil, state and local

government tax revenues resulting from primary and secondary oil recovery in

eastern Montana's existing oil fields can be expected to decline along with

declining production. For example, the Cedar Creek anticline produced 8

million barrels of oil in 1984 and the state collected $11 million in severance

taxes (over 20 percent of total oil severance taxes collected by the state).

Shell predicts primary and secondary production from the anticline will be 7

million barrels in 1990, 3 million barrels in 1995, and 1.5 million barrels in

2000. At a constant $28 a barrel, state oil severance tax revenues would fall

to $10 million in 1990, to $4 million in 1995, and to $2 million in 2000.

Estimates are derived from general information Shell supplied to the 1985

Montana Legislature. Actual oil production and tax revenues could vary

substantially from these estimates. However, the trend of significant

reduction in production and revenue probably is indicative of what will occur.

Oil net proceeds and royalty taxables also would decrease. Assuming no new

sources of oil production were developed, Fallon County, for example, would
lose approximately two-thirds of its existing taxable valuation. Local

governments and school districts could be expected to respond to decreased tax

bases by increasing mill levies and by cutting back on services.

Increases in prices for crude could offset at least part of the effects of

declining production on severance and local taxable values. Major price

increases also would probably stimulate discovery of new oil fields. It is

possible that declining production from active oil fields in eastern Montana
could be partially offset by discovery and development of new fields in the

region or elsewhere in the state. Additional small discoveries are likely to
be made in northeastern Montana.

Taxation Effects of CO2 EOR Production

Future tax benefits from primary and secondary production from Montana's
existing oil fields are likely to decline steadily as a result of reduced oil
production. If CO2 EOR increases total oil production from these fields above
what it otherwise would have been, tax benefits also will increase. Higher
revenue from state severance taxes and higher local taxable valuations
attributable to CO2 EOR would help compensate for the declining tax benefits
from decreased primary and secondary oil production.

CO2 EOR could slow the decrease of tax benefits from oil production.
Shell's projections indicate that CO2 recovery would not affect gross oil
production from the anticline before 1990, but would increase annual production
from 4.5 to 6 million barrels by 1995, and from 1.5 to 4 million barrels by

2000. This would still represent a substantial decline from 1984 production of

8 million barrels.

State and local tax revenues also would be affected by special treatment
given to tertiary oil recovery under the state severance tax and by the high
front-end capital investment required to initiate CO2 EOR.
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Oil recovered through tertiary production gets a substantial tax break on
both its state and federal tax obligation. To encourage investment in tertiary
oil recovery in Montana, the 1985 Legislature lowered the state severance tax
from 5 to 2.5 percent of gross value on oil produced through tertiary recovery
methods. At recent oil prices, the severance tax was reduced from
approximately $1.40 per barrel to $.70.

Shell's predicted 86 million barrels produced from EOR during the life of

the project would generate $120 million in state severance tax revenues under
the old tax rate, but only $60 million under the revised tax rate.

The Windfall Profits Tax also encourages tertiary production. At recent
prices, the Windfall Profits Tax is approximately $6 a barrel for primary and
secondary oil and $2 a barrel on tertiary oil (Thompson 1985). A difficult
problem for the State of Montana will be ensuring that oil which could have
been produced through primary and secondary production is not reclassified as
tertiary oil subject to a lower state severance tax and Windfall Profits Tax.
The major federal and state tax incentives for tertiary oil may make it more
profitable for oil companies to produce oil through tertiary processes, even
though the non-tax costs of production would be much more expensive for CO2 EOR
than for primary and secondary methods. If oil prices increase, the savings on
windfall profit taxes for tertiary recovery also increase, creating greater
incentive for CO2 EOR.

In the short term, EOR development could have a detrimental effect on local
net proceeds taxable values. High initial costs and the need to inject very
large amounts of CO 2

during early years of operation mean that production costs
would not be evenly distributed over the life of an EOR project. The high

production costs at the outset would reduce gross proceeds from oil

production. During initial years of operation, local governments and schools
could end up with lower taxable values than if an EOR project had not taken

place.

The Montana Legislature attempted to lessen the effects of lowered gross
proceeds taxable values by requiring that initial CO2 costs be amortized over

10 years rather than being deducted from oil gross proceeds occurring during
the first few years of the project. Shell has estimated the net proceeds taxes
it would pay to local governments and schools as a result of CO2 EOR
development. Shell's estimates are preliminary and should be viewed only as a

general indication of tax effects. County revenues include both local

government and school district tax revenues.
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Mill

1984

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1990
1991

1992
1993

1994
1995

1996

1997
1998

1999
2000
2001

EFFECT OF C02 EOR ON COUNTY TAXES

(Assumes 10-year amortization of C0 2 costs and constant mill levies.)

Change in Net Proceeds Taxes (in Millions of Dollars)

Fallon Wibaux Prairie Dawson

87 109 167 270 Total

(1.3) (0.5) (0.081) (0.121) (2.0)

(1.0) (0.4) (0.202) (0.102) (1.5)

(1.0) (0.3) — (0.055) (1.4)

(0.7) (0.2) — (0.055) (1.4)
+0.2 0.4 — (0.021) +0.6

0.8 0.7 0.031 +0.113 1.6

1.9 1.1 0.020 .062 3.1

2.0 1.2 0.015 .031 3.2

2.2 0.9 — — 3.1

1.9 0.7 — — 2.6

2.4 0.9 0.032 0.074 2.7

2.4 0.9 0.091 0.212 3.6

2.9 1.5 0.044 0.102 4.5

2.9 1.4 0.007 0.015 4.3

2.7 0.7 * 0.001 0.002 3.4
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APPENDIX B - PORTIONS OF THE MONTANA WEED LAW PERTINENT TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

"It is unlawful for any person to permit any noxious weed to propagate or

go to seed on his land, except that any person who adheres to the noxious weed
management program of his district or who has entered into and is in compliance
with a noxious weed management agreement is considered to be in compliance with
this section" (7-22-2107).

"Revegetation of rights-of-way and disturbed areas. (1) Any state agency
or local government approving. .. any. .. development resulting in significant
disturbance of land within a district shall notify the board. (2) Whenever
any person or agency disturbs vegetation on an easement or right-of-way within
a district by construction of a road..., pipel ine, . . .or other development, the

board shall require that the disturbed areas be seeded, planted, or otherwise
managed to reestablish a cover of beneficial plants. (3) (a) The person or

agency disturbing the land shall submit to the board a written plan specifying
the methods to be used to accomplish revegetation. The plan must describe the

time and method of seeding, fertilization practises, recommended plant species,

use of weed-free seed, and the weed management procedures to be used. (b) The
plan is subject to approval by the board, which may require revisions to bring
the revegetation plan into compliance with the district weed management plan.

Upon approval by the board, the revegetation plan must be signed by the

chairman of the board and the person or agency responsible for the disturbance
and constitutes a binding agreement betweeen the board and such person or

agency" (77-21-2121, New Section C).
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APPENDIX C





APPENDIX C - CONSTRUCTION AND RECLAMATION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PORTIONS
OF THE PROPOSED BAIROIL/ DAKOTA PIPELINE CROSSING STATE-OWNED
LAND IN CARTER AND FALLON COUNTIES, MONTANA

This appendix consists of the construction and reclamation requirements
that the Department of State Lands (DSL) plans to impose for State land parcels
crossed by either the Exxon or Shell pipelines. It will notify persons leasing
affected State land parcels and the owners of adjacent land about the
reclamation conditions that DSL is proposing. Owners of land crossed by the
pipelines may use these specifications to help them determine what types of
reclamation might be appropriate on their land. The staff at the Department of
State Lands will recommend these meausres to the State Land Board unless
response to this supplemental EIS indicates that some of them should be

changed

.

The locations of the State land parcels are designated as follows: FA
represents Fallon County, CA represents Carter County, and the number, for
example 486.5 in the following reference, represents the milepost number for
the pipeline.

FA-486 .

5

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated. Placement shall be double trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding . Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after
spring thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding.
Seeding will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover

crops may be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions.

3. Provide temporary fences during construction on the northern and

western boundaries of the parcel and restore to at least previous
condition. Bottom strand to be 18 inches from ground surface.

4. Provide mitigation to a 1 1/4-inch diameter stockwater pipeline that

is buried across the proposed pipeline corridor. If the line is cut

off for a considerable period of time, then Exxon shall supply water
to the stock tank on site.

5. Alfalfa cropland crossed shall have compaction relief as discussed in

"General Stipulations for Montana State Lands."

6. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in

trench, sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one

location should be used.

7. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon

Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if

weeds are introduced by pipeline construction.
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F4-478

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated. Placement shall be double trenched.

2. Revegetaion will be done using the standard seed mixture specified

(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after

spring thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding.

Seeding will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover

crops may be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions.

Standard mixture grazing land.

3. Revegetation will be done on the intermittent drainage (SWl/4) with
the wetland mixture provided in the enclosed chart.

4. Provide temporary fences during construction on the (NE1/4) and the

(SWl/4) corners, as well as existing cross fences near machinery shed

(NE1/4NE1/4SW1/4) , then restore to at least previous condition after

construction. Bottom strand to be 18 inches off ground surface.

5. The agricultural cropland in the (SWl/4) shall have compaction relief
exercised during post-construction activities (see General
Stipulations)

.

6. Existing access roads shall be maintained in original condition.

7. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in

trench, sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one

location should be used.

8. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if

weeds are introduced by pipeline construction.

EA-47,4

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated. Placement shall be double trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after
spring thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding.
Seeding will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover
crops may be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions.
Saline mixture near reservoir, otherwise standard mixture for balance
of parcel.
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3. Provide buffalo berry, chokecherry, Russian olive, and wild plum
seedlings (3 of each) along edge of reservoir as wildlife habitat and
water quality filter.

4. Provide dust abatement along the public highway if visibility becomes
problem for motorists.

5. Sandbagging or other appropriate means should be taken to prevent
sedimentation into the reservoir.

6. Provide temporary fences during construction, then restore to at least
previous condition after construction. Bottom strand to be 18 inches
off ground surface.

7. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in
trench, sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one
location should be used.

8. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if

weeds are introduced by pipeline construction.

FA-472

1

.

Strip and stockpile 6 inches of topsoil from the vicinity of the

( SW1/4SE1/4) ;
otherwise strip and stockpile 12 inches on balance of

pieline corridor on this parcel. The method of placement shall be

double trenched.

2. Provide the appropriate revegetation mulching technique on the steeper
portion in the (NE1/4SE1/4SW1/4)

.

3 Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after

spring thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding.

Seeding will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover

crops may be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions.

Standard mixture sandy.

4. Natural berms shall be installed on the steeper portion in the

(NE1/4SE1/4SW1/4) . The height and spacing shall be determined during

construction.

3. Compaction relief shall be exercised on the agricultural cropland in

the (SE1/4SW1/4) during post construction (see 5.2.2 in "General

Stipulations for Montana State Lands").

6. Provide necessary mitigation to the small drainage in the (SE1/4SW1/4)

located just below steep hill. Restoration to original configuration

and reseeded to the saline mixture around October 15.
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7. Provide temporary fences during construction on the northern and

southern boundaries of parcel and restore to previous condition or

better after construction. Bottom strand to be 18 inches off ground

surface.

8. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in

trench, sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one

location should be used.

9. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if

weeds are introduced by pipeline construction.

FA-A&Z

1

.

Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double

trenched.

2 Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after
spring thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding.
Seeding will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover
crops may be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions.
Standard mixture grazing land.

3 . All rock larger than 6 inches in diameter that is brought to the

surface by trenching, blading, or other construction shall be disposed
of by burying in sidehill cuts, stockpiling around line markers, and
piling in not more than one location along the permanent right-of-way
on the parcel to minimize loss of rangeland production.

4. Intermittent drainage along north section line shall be restored to
the original configuration prior to construction.

5. Avoid blading shrub/shelterbelt patches in the (SW1/4SW1/4) . If not
possible, these shall be replanted with similar species.

6. Agricultural cropland in the (SW1/4) shall have compactioin relief
exercised during post-construction activities (see General
Stipulations )

.

7. The ridge just north of the cropland shall be revegetated with
standard mixture (sandy spread).

8. Provide temporary fences during construction on the (N1/2NE1/4) and
the (SW1/4SW1/4) portions of the parcel and restore to at least
previous condition after construction. Bottom strand to be 18 inches
off ground.
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9. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if

weeds are introduced by pipeline construction.

10. Prevent any molestaion of antelope located on the parcel and mitigate
if migration crossing is required during spring/fall construction.

FA-467.

1

.

Strip and stockpile
excavated, including
trenched.

12 inches of topsoil from areas which are
sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double

to be

3. Existing right-of-way easements shall be mitigated by Exxon by

contacting the following companies about said easements:

2136-B Mont-Dak Utilities Gas pipeline Nl/2; SE1/4 2.85 acres

3356 Mont-Dak Utilities Power line El/2 2.44 acres

3919 Mont-Dak Utilities Gas line SW1/4NE1/4; E1/2NW1/4;
W1/2SE1/4; SE1/4SE1/4 7.16 acres

4646 Mont-Dak Utilities Cathodic unit N1/2SE1/4 1.78 acres

5772 Mont-Dak Utilities Transmission line SE1/4NE1/4; E1/2SE1/4 3.72 acres

5979 Mont-Dak Utilities Transmission line N1/2NE1/4; SE1/4NE1/4;
NE1/4SE1/4 4.84 acres

4446 Mobil Producing Co. Road E1/2NE1/4; NW1/4NE1/4;
NE1/4NW1/4 .054 acre

4456 Butte Pipeline Co. Injection site SE1/4SE1/4 4.54 acres

5376 Butte Pipeline Co. Pipeline SE1/4SE1/4 0.12 acre

4474 Exxon Pipeline Company
and storage tank

Oil and gas site
SE1/4SE1/4 4.54 acres

4495 Exxon Pipeline Company

1.78 acres

Oil pipeline N1/2SE1/4

6620 Exxon Pipeline Company

SE1/4NW1/4;

Pipeline

NE1/4SE1/4

NE1/4;

7.12 acres

5081 Shell Western Pipel ine W1/2NW1/4; SE1/4NW1/4;
NW1/4NE1/4 3.35 acres

5082 Shell Western Disposal system SE1/4NW1/4 5.00 acres
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5324 Shell Western Disposal system NW1/4NE1/4 5.00 acres

5589 Shell Western Transmission line W1/2NE1/4; SE1/4NE1/4;
N1/2NW1/4 4.62 acres

5641 Shell Western Transmission 1 ine SW1/4NE1/4; SE1/4NW1/4 1.87 acres

6125 Shell Western Transmission 1 ine E1/2NE1/4 2.07 acres

8834 Shell Western Power line
Pipeline

W1/2SE1/4; E1/2SE1/4
SW1/4SE1/4

1.14
1.72

acres
acres

8936 Shell Western Power 1 ine E1/2E1/2 1.37 acres

9193 Shell Western Pipeline NE1/4NE1/4 0.52 acre

9195 Shell Western Power line NE1/4NE1/4 0.67 acre

6685 Shell Pipeline Pipeline SE1/4SE1/4 0.217 acre

5316 State Highway Highway W1/2W1/2 9.01 acres

5399 Socony Mobil Oil Pipeline W1/2NE1/4; E1/2SE1/4;
NE1/4NW1/4 3.79 acres

8310 Western Area Power Miles City-Underwood 230-kV transmission line

SW1/4SW1/4 0.20 acre

3. Provide a temporary fence during construction and restore the fence to

at least previous condition after construction, eastern and southern
boundaries. Bottom strand to be left 18 inches off ground surface.

4. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Bad lands
mixture around clay pan sites.

5. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in trench,
sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one location should
be used.

6. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.
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1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Double trenching shall be

required.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard
mixture sandy.

3 . Provide temporary fencing to the northern and southern boundaries of

parcel and restore to at least previous condition after construction.
Bottom strand to be located 18 inches off ground surface.

4. Provide necessary mitigation to the existing right-of-way easement:
Butte Pipeline Co. (pipeline), in the NW1/4NE1/4; SE1/4NW1/4;
E1/2SW1/4.

5. Provide necessary mitigation to an existing 1 1/4- inch stockwater
pipeline that crosses the proposed route. The line must be restored to
at least previous condition immediately after pipeline is laid.

6. The unnamed tributary of Buffalo Creek should be revegetated with
Saline Species between October 15 and freeze-up.

7. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in trench,

sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one location should

be used.

8. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double

trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified

(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring

thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding

will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may

be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard loamy

mixture.
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3. In the boggy site (NW1/2NW1/2) ,
construction shall stay within confines

of right-of-way using skids or procedure that will not impact the

wetland site. Revegetation shall be done between October 15 and

freeze-up using the wetland mixture (in chart).

4. Provide temporary fencing to northern and southern boundaries of parcel

crossed and restore to at least previous condition afer construction.

Bottom strand to be located 18 inches off ground surface.

5. Provide livestock crossing over pipeline trench in case livestock have

need of crossing.

6. Mitigate concerns with the companies of the following exiting easements

prior to construction:

4457
7830

Butte Pipeline Co. Pipeline W1/2W1/2
Mid Rivers Telephone Buried Tele Cable W1/2W1/2

7. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in trench,
sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one location should
be used.

8. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.

FA-457.

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double
trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture (loamy)
specified in chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if broadcast or
hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in the fall between October
15 and freeze-up.

3 . All rock larger than 6 inches in diameter that is brought to the
surface by trenching, blading, or other construction shall be disposed
of by burying in the trench, burying in sidehill cuts, stockpiling
around line markers, and piling in not more than one location along the
permanent right-of-way.

4. Provide a temporary fence during construction and restore the fence to
at least previous condition after construction at the fence crossing in
the eastern and southern boundaries. Bottom strand to be located 18
inches off ground surface.

5. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.
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EA-448,

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double
trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard
mixture, except in intermittent drainage in the (SW1/4SW1/4) of the
parcel; then saline mixture will be used.

3. Provide mulching technique on the steep grade located in the
(E1/2SW1/4NW1/4) of the parcel.

4. Provide berms to control runoff on the steep grade in (E1/2SW1/4NW1/4)
of the parcel, height and width of berms to be determined on site.

5. Shall provide compaction relief to the agricultural portions crossed in

the (SW1/4NW1/4) and the (NE1/4SW1/4)

.

6. Provide necessary mitigation to the existing Mid Rivers Telephone
Co-op, Inc. buried telephone cable in the (E1/2NE1/4; SW1/4).

7. Provide temporary fencing in the northern and southern boundaries of

parcel, restoring to at least previous condition after construction.
Bottom strand to be located 18 inches off ground surface.

8. All rock larger than 6 inches on the agricultural portions, brought to

the surface by trenching, blading, or other construction, shall be

buried in the trench, buried in sidehill cuts, or stockpiled around
line markers in one location only.

9. The existing stockwater pipeline in the (NE1/SW1/4) of parcel shall be

immediately restored to previous condition after construction.

10. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds

are introduced by pipeline construction.

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double

trenched.
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2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified

(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze—up or in the spring after spring

thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding

will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may

be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Balance of

Sections 26, 27, and 34 - standard mixture (loamy).

3. Revegetation clause wetland mixture at (NW1/4SW1/4NW1/4) where pipeline

exits on western boundary of Section 34 and crosses the creek.

4. Three (3) plants each of chokecherry, buf f aloberry, Russian olive, and

wild plum shall be planted at the creek crossing between Sections 33

and 34. Creek crossing shall be finish graded to original
conf iguration.

5. Intermittent Hay Creek crossing in the (N1/2SW1/4) of Section 26 shall
be reseeded with saline mixture, and stream bed shall be finish graded
to original configuration.

6. Sandbagging or settling pond required at creek crossing in Section 34
to prevent sedimentation in reservoir in (S1/2SW1/4).

7. Provide temporary fences at all crossings on state land; restore to at

least previous condition after construction. Bottom strand to be

located 18 inches from ground to mitigate antelope impacts.

8. Provide mitigation along exterior of construction right-of-way to keep
livestock from falling into trench.

9. All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in trench,
sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one location should
be used.

10. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in
portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.

CA-356

1. Strip and stockpile 6 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated. Placement shall be double trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard
mixture sandy.
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3 . Plant three (3) green ash, box elder, and Russian olive seedlings in
the draw crossed in the (NE1/4NE1/4) - spaced accordingly.

4. Provide mulching on the north slope of hill in the (NE1/4NE1/4)

.

5. Provide erosion control berms on north slope in (NE1/4NE1/4)
,
height

and width to be determined by contractor.

6. Provide temporary fence on northern and southern boundaries of parcel;
restore to at least previous condition after construction. Bottom
strand to be located 18 inches from the ground surface to mitigate
antelope concerns.

7. Mitigation shall be exercised as necessary for sharptail grouse and
possible lekking grounds (see general measures).

8. All rock larger than 6 inches on the agricultural portions, brought to
the surface by trenching, blading, or other construction, shall be

buried. Burial in the trench, sidehill cuts, or stockpiled at section
line markers will be considered appropriate.

9. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.

£&2ffi

1. Strip and stockpile 6 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Double trenching shall be the

rule.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified in

the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if done by

broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in the fall

between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring thaw and

before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding will be a

separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may be seeded

to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard mixture for

parcel, except at the intermittent creek crossings in the (NE1/4 ;SWl/4)

of parcel - saline mixture.

3. Provide temporary fences on the northeastern and southern boundaries,

restore to at least previous condition after construction. Bottom

strand of wire to be located 18 inches from the ground for antelope

migration.

4. All existing roads shall be kept in good condition and restored to

finish graded shape upon completion of construction.

5. At no time shall vehicles be allowed outside the construction

right-of-way without Department authorization.
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6 . All rock larger than 6 inches diameter brought to the surface by

trenching or blading shall be buried. Burial should be done in trench,

sidehill cuts, or around section line markers; only one location should

be used.

7. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in

portions of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon
Pipeline Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds
are introduced by pipeline construction.
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SHELL C02 TAP TO EXXON C02 PIPELINE

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated. Placement shall be double trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard loam
mixt ure.

3. Provide temporary fence at northern boundary of parcel and restore to

at least previous condition. Bottom strand to be located 18 inches off
ground surface.

4. See existing rights-of-way from this parcel in "Exxon" site specifics.
All existing rights-of-way listed shall be mitigated when crossing by

contacting the appropriate companies and following necessary
instructions.

5. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in all

areas where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon Pipeline Company
shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds are introduced
by pipeline construction.

6. All rock larger than 6 inches that is brought to the surface by

trenching, blading, or other construction shall be buried in the

trench, buried in sidehill cuts, or stockpiled around line markers and
piled in not more than one location along the permanent right-of-way on
the parcel to minimize loss of rangeland production.

1. Strip and stockpile 6 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double

trenched.

2. All rock larger than 6 inches that is brought to the surface by

trenching, blading, or other construction shall be disposed of by, in

order of preference, burying in the trench, burying in sidehill cuts,

or stockpiling around line markers and piling in not more than one

location along the permanent right-of-way on the parcel to provide

wildlife cover and to minimize loss of rangeland production.

3. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified

(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in

the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring



thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding

will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may

be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard

mixture loamy and clayey.
4.

Provide a temporary fence during construction and restore to at least

previous condition after construction at the fence crossing on the

north section line. Bottom strand to be located 18 inches off ground

surface.

5.

Provide the necessary mitigation to the existing right-of-way easement

listed below. Shell Oil Company's contractor shall contact each
company and comply with their instructions.

1929 #2136-C
1950 #3720

1959 #4929
1959 #4944
1959 #4948

1963 #5805
1963 #5807
1964 #5851
1959 #4953
1962 #5548

Mont-Dak Power
Mont-Dak Power
Fallon County
Shell Western
Shell Western

Shell Western
Shell Western
Shell Western
Shell Western
Shell Western

Gas pipeline
Gas line
Road
132-kV electric line

4- inch crude oil line

and temp pump unit

12.5-kV electric line

Pipeline
Road
Flow lines
Power line

El/2
N1/2NE1/4; NE1/4SE1/4
SE1/4; NW1/4; SW1/4NE1/4
NE1/4; SE1/4NW1/4

NWl/4;El/2SWl/4; SW1/4SE1/4
NW1/4NE1/4
Wl/2
SE1/4SW1/4; SW1/4SE1/4
NE1/4SE1/4; NEl/4; N1/2NW1/4
N1/2NE1/4; SE1/4NW1/4;
NE1/4SW1/4; SEl/4

6.

All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in all
areas of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Exxon Pipeline
Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds are
introduced by this activity.

gArjaamm*m.jsas

1. Strip and stockpile 12 inches of topsoil from areas which are to be

excavated, including sidehill cuts. Placement shall be double
trenched.

2. Revegetation will be done using the standard seed mixture specified
(loamy) in the enclosed chart. The seeding rate will be doubled if

done by broadcasting or hydroseeding. Grass seeding will be done in
the fall between October 15 and freeze-up or in the spring after spring
thaw and before May 15. Preference is given to fall seeding. Seeding
will be a separate operation from mulching. Temporary cover crops may
be seeded to prevent wind erosion under dry conditions. Standard clay
mmixture clay/ loamy. Saline mixture along Cabin Creek.

3. Provide a temporary fence and restore to original condition after
construction on exiting fence in the southern border of parcel. Bottom
strand of wire shall be located 18 inches off ground surface.
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4.

Proper mitigation shall be required when crossing Cabin Creek in the
SW1/4SE1/4; a coffer dam shall be constructed if necessary to prevent
extreme sedimentation downstream. Channel and banks shall be finish
graded to original configuration. Chokecherry, Russian olive, and
buf faloberry seedlings shall be planted along banks of Cabin Creek— 10
plants of each species. All necessary state permits shall be obtained
prior to construction.

5.

All existing rights-of-way easements shall be mitigated by Shell Oil
Company's contractor by contacting the appropriate companies and
following their instructions.

#4335 Wesco Pipeline

#4464 Butte Pipeline Co.

#4559 Shell Western
#5809 Shell Western
#6070 Shell Oil Company
#6903 Shell Western
#7072 Mid Rivers Telephone
#8914 Wesco Pipeline

Pipeline

Pipeline

Pipeline
Pipeline
Pipeline
Pipeline
Buried cable
Power line

SE1/4NE1/4; N1/2NW1/4;
SE1/4NW1/4; W1/2SE1/4
SW1/4NE1/4; N1/2NW1/4;
SE1/4NW1/4; W1/2SE1/4
N1/2NW1/4; W1/2SE1/4
Nl/2
N1/2NE1/4; SE1/4NE1/4; NE1/4SE1/4
N1/2NE1/4
Nl/2
SE1/4

6. All machinery entering or leaving DSL property shall be cleaned in all
areas of vehicle where noxious weed seeds might adhere. Shell Oil
Company shall be responsible for noxious weed control if weeds are

introduced by pipeline construction.

7. All rock larger than 6 inches that is brought to the surface by

trenching, blading, or other construction shall be utilized on the

steep grade. Erosion control berms shall be constructed, height and
distance apart to be determined by contractor.

8. The contractor shall provide a temporary trench crossing during
construction to provide livestock open access to all parts of Mr. Glenn
Rugg's four-section pasture.
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EXXON/ SHELL C02 PIPELINE

SEED MIXTURES

SIAMDARP- .SEED. .MIXIURE (Loam and Clay Soils)

Rosana Var. Western Wheatgrass 6 lbs. per acre

Lodorm Var. Green Needlegrass 4 lbs. per acre

Primar Var. Slender Wheatgrass 2 lbs. per acre

Sweet Clover

(Sandy Soils)

2 lbs. per acre

Goshen Var. Prairie Sandreed 5 lbs. per acre
Lodorm Vra. Green Needlegrass 2 lbs. per acre
Paloma Var. Indian Ricegrass 2 lbs. per acre
Maudau Var. Western Wheatgrass 2 lbs. per acre

Sweet Clover 1 lb. per acre

(if available) Alkali Sacaton 4 lbs. per acre
Alkar Var. Tall Wheatgrass 8 lbs. per acre
Critana Var. Thickspike Wheatgrass 5 lbs. per acre
Primar Var. Slender Wheatgrass 2 lbs. per acre

Sweet Clover 2 lbs. per acre

Shoshone Var. Beardless Wildrye 6 lbs. per acre
Garrison Var. Creeping Foxtail 3 lbs. per acre
Ioreed Var. Canary Grass 3 lbs. per acre

Rosana Var. Western Wheatgrass 10 lbs. per acre
Blue bunch Wheatgrass 5 lbs. per acre

Lodorm Var.
Wytana Var.

Green Needlegrass
Saltbush

5 lbs. per acre

(four wing & nuttail) 2 lbs. per acre
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